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Thank you for volunteering to present at the R Working Group!

Below are a few tips for presentations based on our experiences over several semesters of R Working Group.
We recognize that everyone has their own unique presentation style, though, so feel free to do what will work
best for you. Additionally, not everyone has the same amount of time to prepare for these presentations so
don’t feel obligated to take every tip provided to its fullest extent.

tl;dr

• It helps to have an outline or script at the podium with you if you’re live coding
• The audience likes to know what packages to install up front
• It can help to have Google Drive links to data or code available
• We use R Markdown documents to post to the blog. You’re not required to, but we can help if you

want to
• 20-minute talks are great, 50-minute are the max

What materials do I need to present?

Nothing is required!

This probably varies the most by presenter, but we generally find that it is helpful to at least have notes
for yourself (e.g., pre-written code, bullet-point notes, etc.) while doing a live-coding exercise. Some of
our presenters just have these notes in either printed or electronic form, while others put together multiple
documents in advance.

As an example of one of the more involved ways to do this, Matt usually makes the following documents
before the talk:
1. An R Markdown to be used for the CougRStats blog
2. A personal script or outline for use while presenting
3. Sometimes a code (.R file) and/or data handout for the audience
4. A 1-2 slide presentation providing any links or packages the audience should have

He starts out by writing up a detailed R Markdown walkthrough designed for uploading to the CougRStats
blog. He then pulls the code chunks out of this R Markdown into either a plain R script or a very simple R
Markdown that serves as a guide for him to follow while coding. If needed, he will then make a handout
script for the audience loosely based off this document if the live coding is going to be somewhat complex. It
often works well for him and the audience to both be working out of the same handout script during the talk.
Lastly, he’ll put a slide up a few minutes before his talk that lists what packages, data, and code he’ll be
using.

What should I provide the audience?

If you’d like people to be able to code along with you, then it will be important to make sure they have what
they need in advance:

• Packages: If you’re using any particular packages, we suggest telling the audience at the start of your
talk (e.g. on a slide) so they can install them. You can also let us know 1-2 days before and we’ll
include this information in the email announcing your talk.
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• Data: If you’re using an external dataset (i.e., not included in an R package) then it is helpful to
include a link to this. We often find that uploading it to Google Drive and then sharing it to “Anyone
with the link” works best.

• Code: If your talk will have long chunks of code or is complex, then you might consider posting an R
script with at least some of the code you’ll be presenting so that the audience can edit pieces of code
instead of writing it all from scratch. You could share this via Google Drive as well.

How do I share links?

It’s up to you how best to share your data or code but having short links can help make it easy for the
audience. Many of us have used tinyurl.com to shorten long Google Drive links. These are then easily visited
by the audience during the talk. There are also other options such as bitly.

Do I have to post on the blog? How?

We encourage people to write up a post for our blog at cougrstats.wordpress.com. This isn’t required, but
since we do not record talks it provides an effective reference for people after the talk. We upload these using
R Markdown (.Rmd) files, and we’re happy to help if you need assistance figuring this out. You can find our
most recent guide to using R Markdown here.

Once you have an R Markdown script written, just send it to Matt Brousil (matthew.brousil@wsu.edu) along
with any data it needs to run. He’ll post it to the blog.

Note: To make uploads easier, try to avoid using the Enter/Return key to wrap text in your R Markdown
documents. Don’t lose sleep over this, though.

How long should my talk be?

We have historically suggested conference-length talks (~ 20 min + questions) for presenters in R Working
Group. For more in-depth topics, though, people will go longer. We can’t have talks longer than 50 minutes.
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